Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

[Signature]
President / Secretary
Manipur Ariba Pala Bangadesh Samiti
Chingakham Leirak, Moirangkhom, Imphal

[Signature]
President
Manipur Ariba Pala Bangadesh Samiti
Imphal
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

G.Bagendra Shaama

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

President
Manipur Manoharsai Sabha
Imphal
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

[(Signature)
Maka
(Laishram Ibohal Singh)
Senior Guru, JNMDA & President
Manipur Apunba Nata Sankirtana, Imphal
&
Hanjaba, Aka Pala: Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board]
Letter of Agreement

from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

[Signature]
Ningmbam Ibobi Singh
Hanjaba, Pala Loishang
Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board
Palace Compound, Imphal

And

Sangeet Natak Akademi Awardee
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

S. Thaniel Singh
(Pougaijam Thaniel Singh)
Padmashri, Former Pradhan Guru, JNMDA
And
Sangeet Natak Akademi Awardee (Pung)
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" for UNESCO's inscription on the "Representative List" of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

(Aribam Chitreswor Sharma)
Member, Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board
& Consultant of Nata Sankirtana
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

(L. Lakpati)
Leimapokpam Lakpati Singh
Hanjaba, Pala Naha
Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board
Palace Compound, Imphal
And
Sangeet Natak Akademi Awardee
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" for UNESCO's inscription on the "Representative List" of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

E. Chaobhal Singh
(Elangbam Chaobhal Singh)
Former Duhar, Pala Naha
Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board
Palace Compound, Imphal
And
Sangeet Natak Akademi Awardee
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

(Laishram Ibotombi Singh)
President
Shri Shri Govindaji Nata Sankirian Academy
Wangkhei, Imphal

President
Shri Shri Govindaji Nat Sangchara
Wangkhei, Imphal
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “MANIPURI SANKIRTANA” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

[Signature]
President
Guru Gulapi Nata Sankirtana Academy
Ng anappithong, Imphal
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" for UNESCO's inscription on the "Representative List" of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

(Sapam Kulabi Singh)
Visiting Guru & Hanjaba, Pala Naha(Pung)
Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" for UNESCO's inscription on the "Representative List" of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

\[\text{N. Shyam Chand Singh}\]

(Ningthoujam Shyamchand Singh)
Senior Guru, JNMDA & Founder Member
Nata Sangeet & Research Centre, Imphal

&

Hanjaba, Pala Ahan -2: Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" for UNESCO's inscription on the "Representative List" of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of "MANIPURI SANKIRTANA" as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

Imphal, the 13th August, 2009

[Signature]

Executive Officer
Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board
Palace Compound, Imphal

[Signature]

Executive Officer
Shri Shri Govindaji Temple Board
Manipur
Letter of Agreement
from the Custodians of Cultural Expression

I/We agree with the nomination of “Manipuri Sankirtana” for UNESCO’s inscription on the “Representative List” of Intangible Cultural Heritage. We support the promotion of “Manipuri Sankirtana” as world heritage. The candidature file reflects the consent, aspirations, concerns and values of the Manipuri Community.

I/We will actively be involved in the implementation of the safeguarding measure proposed.

(DILIP MAYENGBAM)
Signature & Address
Director
Jawaharlal Nehru Manipur Dance Academy
Imphal

Date: Imphal, the 10th August, 2009